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Abstract

Definitions

A topological space is left-separated if it can be well-ordered so that
every initial segment is closed. Here, we show that all countable
ordinal numbers are left-separated. We then prove that a similar
method could not work for ω1, using the pressing-down lemma1. We
finish by showing that a left-separating well-ordering on ω1
necessarily leads to a contradiction.

● The order topology on a given ordinal number is generated by intervals.
● An unbounded set in α is some set B where, given any element a of α, an element b exists in
B∩α that is larger than a.
● A closed set in α is some set B where the statement “For all a in α, if B is unbounded in a, then
a is in B” is true.

Countable Ordinals?

Limit Case (B)

Theorem 1: If ω is left-separated, then all countable ordinal numbers are left-separated.
ω is left-separated by default, what about ω+1?
Theorem 2: For all countable ordinal numbers α, there exists a well-order of α in order type ω.
Limit: Case A: A β’ exists such that α=β’+ω. Otherwise, Case B.
(A) Take the ordering that works for β’, and tuck points in [β’, β’+ω) in between those in [0, β’).
(B) Let {βn}n∈ω be a family of strictly increasing ordinals whose supremum is α.

Successor Case

Limit Case (A)

A Similar Procedure Doesn’t Work For ω1

● There is no way to order ω1 in order type ω.
○ Can we left-separate ω1 in order type ω1?
● We need to re-order ω1 so that problematic limit ordinals
come first
○ What makes an ordinal problematic?
● Pressing-Down Lemma: Given an uncountable ordinal κ and
a stationary set S, for every function F: S → κ such that F(α) <
α, there exists a subset of S such that F(S) is a constant.
○ Our problematic limit ordinals are a stationary set in ω1!

General Disproof By Method of Contradiction
Here, we show that it is impossible to left-separate ω1 at
all: Suppose there exists a left-separating ordering, ≺, on
ω1
ω1.
Let {αn}n∈ω be a sequence under the following conditions:
1.) αn < αn+1
ω1 & α sequence
2.) αn ≺ αn+1
Now, let αω = sup({αn}n∈ω). Since αω is a countable ordinal
number, it’s an element of ω1, so we can see that the initial
segment [α0, αω) is not closed in ω1. Thus, the contradiction
is shown, and therefore, ω1 cannot be left-separated.
α sequence
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